www.sound-on-screen.com

The sound for your character’s screen
NEW WORLDWIDE LICENSING: May 5, 2020
Brand new type of audio library for directors, video editors,
music supervisors and dubbing mixers

Under Attack
US 90s Blockbuster Movie

Stranger Than Fiction
US Adventure TV Series

Street Battle
8-Bit Fighting Video Game

Sound on Screen is, we believe, a genuine first that meets an untapped need in postproduction. The clue is in the name: Sound on Screen is an audio library designed to be the
complete sound of a screen watched by a character in your production. And starting May
2020, licensing worldwide is as easy as it is in the UK.
It might be a vintage WWII movie, a puzzle game played on an iPad, a TV game show or a
sci-fi blockbuster. In each of these cases (and many more) it can currently be very timeconsuming to mock up with convincing music, sound effects and dialogue, or expensive and
tortuous to acquire rights for existing programming, all for a background activity. Sound on
Screen makes this whole process as easy to use and cheap to license as any regular
production music track.
The library launched in February 2020 and includes a hugely diverse range of audio clips.
Users can register at www.sound-on-screen.com and then download the clips they need for
free, choosing from a variety of mixes and stems to allow anything from a quick drag and
drop placement with a TV or tablet effect already added, or stems of the music, dialogue
and sound design elements for precise control in the dub. The website is designed to be
self-explanatory and quick to use and browse.

Tender Moments

Dream Karts

Traffic Report

UK 40s Romance Movie

Fun Racing Video Game

US TV News

The range includes movies from the 40s to present day and genres ranging from action,
comedy, drama, horror, sci-fi, family and romance. There are UK and US TV shows from
news and documentary through to drama, studio light entertainment, quiz shows and
sports. Video games range from hand-held consoles from the 80s to modern first-person
shooters, platform, role playing and world building games, some with optional YouTuber
commentaries.

Alien Command
First-person shooter game

On The Run
US Action Movie

A Touch Of Class
UK TV Period Drama

Music is the foundation of every clip. This might be obvious in a dramatic underscore, or
something more subtle such as crowds chanting and playing in a stadium. This enables us to
use the convenient licensing model of MCPS production library music, with many
broadcasters already covered under a blanket agreement and other productions familiar
with the process. UK clients acquire a license through the MCPS/PRS, non-UK (including the
EU and USA) can now apply directly through our website, using the PRS rate cards.
Julie Hill from Media Script Checks, a UK company specialising in clearing content for film
and television, comments:
We are often asked to clear footage or audio for scenes where a character
is watching TV / channel hopping / listening to the radio or playing video /
computer games. This can prove expensive or very difficult and protracted
to clear due to the rights involved and when time is of the essence or due
to budgetary constraints, simply not an option.
Sound on Screen is a one stop shop, which offers a fantastic range of audio
and licensing for Film and TV is fast, straightforward and the same as for
regular Production Music.
We will definitely be recommending you to our clients!

Football Match: Foul
UK TV Sports

Mouse In The House
Period US TV Cartoon

Zombie Survival
Horror Survival Game

Sound on Screen was created by experienced TV sound designer and composer Guy
Rowland (BAFTA awards music chair, 2016). “I was dubbing a comedy show one day, taking
forever to add all the elements in a video game that a character was playing in the
background. With one eye on the clock as usual, I found myself wondering why no-one had
ever made a proper library of this stuff, all ready to go”. A year later and in collaboration
with other accomplished composers, actors and writers from around the world, Sound on
Screen is the result.
Sound on Screen will continue to grow over the coming months and years as it becomes the
natural home for putting the sound on to your character’s screen.
Brand new in May 2020: two current affairs documentaries: Insight: Covid 19 and Insight:
Landlords.
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